Introduction
Fluid flow problem induced due to moving surfaces with heat transfer analysis under the application of magneto-hydrodynamics (MHD) are one of the useful problems in fluid mechanics due to their relevance with engineering and industry, for-instance, in metal extrusion, wire coating, fiber spinning, glass blowing, manufacturing, sheeting stuff, i.e., paper, fiber and metallic sheets, and in the process of polymer extrusion in which the sheet experiences the stretching phenomenon in order to acquire the preferred thickness [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . In these applications, the value of the final outcome strongly depends upon the cooling rate, so in such processes, the mechanism of cooling rate lead to gain the final product of desired features [6] [7] . Sakiadis [8] [9] present the seminal work on the boundary layer flows and successfully introduce to several engineering and industrial applications. Later on, researchers investigated in applied mathematics and physics domains have analyzed his ideas and utilized them effectively to provide the reliable solution of several new scientific problems, such as Zierep and Fetecau [10] investigate in Rayleigh-Stokes problem involving the Maxwell fluid. Jamil et al. [11] in fluidics problems based on unsteady helical fluid flow. He considered the Oldroyd-B fluid model and presented the relaxation/ retardation time properties, Tan and Masuoka [12] presented the stability analyses for the Maxwell fluid problem with porous medium in the presence of thermal heating, Nadeem et al. [13] provide the Homotopy analysis based results for the boundary layer flow in the region of the stagnation point towards a stretching sheet, Hayat et al. [14] computed the thermal radiation as well as Joule heating dynamics for the MHD flow involving the Oldroyd-B fluid in the scenarios of the thermophoresis phenomenon. Malik et al. [15] investigated the model based on hydromagnetic three-dimensional Maxwell fluid flow problem, Hayat et al. [16] analyze the dynamics of mixed convective 3D flow problem involving the upper-convective Maxwell fluid in the presence of magnetic field. Mehmood et al. [17] presented numerical treatment for micropolar Casson fluid over a stretching sheet, Ramesh et al. [18] investigated in nanofluid flow problem for heat generation on Maxewell fluid, Mehmood et al. [19] analyzed the Jeffery nano fluid impinging obliquely over a stretched plate, Kumar [20] computed the effect of flow of Oldroyd B nanofluid with thermal radiation, Rana et al. [21] provided the numerical treatment on non-Newtonian flow with non-linear thermal radiation problems, Awais el al. [22] study the Sakeidis flow of polymeric nanoliquids and Generally, many studies have been reported recently to analyze the physical behaviour of fluid mechanics problems, [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] and reference in them.
In this investigation we have extended the problem of fluid flow over a moving surface into new directions. We have considered the heat transfer analysis for the Sakiadis flow for the rheology of an Oldroyd-B fluid. Mathematical modelling of the momentum equation reveals the occurrence of generalized magnetic field term. The fluid dynamics in a porous medium under the application of internal heat generation/ absorption and thermal radiation effects are analyzed. Analytical and numerical treatment have been performed for the momentum and energy dynamics by exploiting the strength of Homotopy analysis method [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] and numerical procedure of finite difference scheme. Error analysis for the velocity and temperature profiles are presented to show the validity of the obtained results. Numerical and graphical illustration in term of Tables and plots are presented to study the effect of rheology by varying the involved physical quantities.
Mathematical Formulation
Consider the rheology of an Oldroyd-B model (a subclass of rate type fluid model) over a wall. Sakiadis flow situation has been considered within a porous medium. Magnetic field of strength B 0 is applied along a transverse direction in order to predict the magneto-hydrodynamics as shown in Fig. 1 . Convective heat process has been considered to study the thermal properties at the wall and within the system. The mathematical equations [32] governing the flow with internal heat generation/ absorption properties are
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here the V represents the velocity field, fluid density  , stress tenser S , Rivlin-Ericksen tenser 
It is noted that for The subjected wall properties [22] are
here  and T represent the electrical conductivity and temperature of the fluid, respectively. 
in equations (5-8), we get
along with the wall conditions
Note that in above equations 
in which w q represents the wall heat flux as:
In dimensionless form, above equations can be written as:
Solution techniques
Series solution: Homotopy analysis method (HAM) has been employed for solving equations (10) (11) (12) . The initial guesses and linear operator for ;
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The problems of m th order given as:
and the nonlinear operators are 
Numerical Solution
System model represented by equations (10-12) are discretized using the forward, backward and central difference formula based on 5 point stencils [34] [35] [36] .
For velocity profile   f  , the discretization formulas are given as
Accordingly, the discretization formula for    are constructed similarly. With the help of discretization formula, the system equation (10-12) is transformed into system of nonlinear algebraic equations with are tackled numerically up to the tolerance level of 10 -6 .
Error analysis
The set of equations (10-11) along with wall conditions (12) are coupled and highly nonlinear. Therefore, error analysis has been performed in order to get the validated results. We have prepared Figs. 2 and 3 which show the error in velocity and temperature profiles. These plots show that error in the computations are very much negligible.
Rheological results
It is noted that system of nonlinear equations (10-12) contains several physical and rheological quantities involving Deborah numbers, magnetic parameter, internal heat generation/ absorption quantity, wall convection parameter etc. Therefore, we have prepared Figs. (4-12) and Table 1 showing the behavior of the involved parameters on the velocity and temperature profiles. Fig. 8 portrays the effects of magnetic field M on the velocity profile. We have seen that there is inverse relation between magnetic parameter and fluid's velocity. Fig. 9 provides the temperature profiles for different magnitudes of magnetic parameter M. It is noticed that temperature and thermal boundary layer thickness improves for larger magnetic parameter M. In fact, magnetic parameter relies on Lorentz force. As magnetic force increases, stronger the Lorentz force is and that create development in temperature and its boundary layer thickness. In Fig. 10 influence of internal heat generation/absorption parameter hs on temperature profile is displayed. Note that hs < 0 corresponds to the heat absorption phenomena while hs > 0 represents the heat generation situation. It is observed that the temperature and its associated boundary layer is decreasing function of heat absorption coefficient whereas an increase in temperature is noticed for the case of heat generation. Variation in temperature profile for different values of Biot number 1  are sketched in Fig. 11 . Here temperature and thermal boundary layer thickness show an increasing behavior for large values of 1  . Fig. 12 portrays the three-dimensional flow configuration of the considered analysis. This plots clearly shows that maximum variation is near the moving wall where decays slowly and tend to uniform free stream. Tables 1 and 2 are prepared to present the numerical magnitudes of local skin friction and local Nusselt numbers against several rheological parameters.  Large values of Biot number causes increase in temperature.
In future, it looks promising to explore the potential of stochastic numerical computing methodologies [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] Table 2 : Numerical values of wall temperature gradient against several physical quantities. 
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